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Man of the Month
Jimmy Baker
Obsessed with secret US bases, the American has seen the future.
Jimmy Baker/New Galerie de France
Jimmy Baker’s grandiose and incandescent landscapes could at first make one believe in the existence of a new
school of Romanticism in painting. This wouldn’t be entirely false. If these works are at all derived from 19th
century American landscape painting, it is only by closely examining the American’s canvases that their unreal
qualities are revealed and give the impression of staging phantom images.
For this new series on exhibit at the New Galerie de France, Baker composed each landscape from
fragments of photos collected from the Internet, largely mysterious views linked to research on isolated desert
American military bases. Several different skies may thus be layered over one another transparently, while the
crepuscular ambiance of mountains, in vibrant hues, allow halos of diffracted light to appear from the sun in the
original photographs, as if it were an anachronistic or suspect presence emerging from within the beautiful midst
of the canvases.
The Smell of Dust.
It’s in front of his computer, while walking in the Ohio countryside, and on the streets of Cincinnati, that Baker
discovered a passion for this peculiar state of “being everywhere and nowhere at the same time,” between his
studio and the true odor of dust. From which, this sensation of digital romanticism emerges. “Deformation and
filtration are from here on the way we see the world.” he emphasizes.
Painted in oil then covered in resin, often with the help of an airbrush, the glowing surfaces of Baker’s paintings
reflect the surrounding space and the physical presence of a spectator plunged into a sort of metaphysical bath.
The absence of human characters in these scenes reinforce the reflexive nature of this experience.
Landscapes under surveillance
Like Eberhard Havekost or Andreas Gursky, Jimmy Baker joins a conversation which confronts the
misleading nature of images. However, behind this way of apprehending the world and information, he entrusts
his vision to a future rather worrisome, where natural landscapes might be transformed into spaces recorded by
surveillance videos. “The digital world is a catastrophic space that mixes permanent and
limitless surveillance with the sensation of being incapable of grasping anything,” he confesses in the exhibit
catalogue.
Luminous flickers, clouds or satellites paths that he allows to thread across his canvases, take on the allure of a
chaos from which emerges the specter of military interventions or paranormal phenomenon, as
inexplicable as the luminous apparition that appeared over Norway last December. Either the passage from the
myth of spatial conquest or the myth of digital control of space.
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